
DC5 TRUNKLID SPOILER:
PRODUCTION MOLD &
CUSTOMER PHOTOS



Master prototype getting setup to be molded. Flanges are added to section the mold for easy 
release of the casting, and the registrations are added so that the mold sections lock together. 



The prototype has been fitted to the hatchlid for molding. I am brushing on mold release film 
before the gelcoat application.  



This detail is showing the spoiler as it comes off the edge of the hatchlid. There is a slight clear-
ance that was added so that the spoiler clears the rear quarter panel when the hatch is closed.   



Fast forward: Here is the mold completed in its 5 pieces. There is a back piece, a top piece, a 
top piece release section and two mounting pod sections.    



Another photo showing the finished tooling mold. The holes between the registrations are used 
for clamping the mold together for casting.     



These are the two mounting pod molds, they are added to the mold once the main spoiler has 
been casted. There are two holes in each mold pod, which are used to place the mounting 
bolts to mount the spoiler to the hatch lid.    



Here is the mold all bolted together. This is what it would look like right before releasing the 
casted part from the mold. 



The finished spoiler is being casted in this photo. I was trying different techniques, casting in a 
closed mold versus an open mold to see what was quicker and gave better overall results. 



The spoiler is fully casted in this photo, awaiting the casted mounting pods, which will create a 
finished piece. 



This is a customers car from Chicago, the spoiler was color matched to the existing paint. The 
spoiler allows for the 3rd brake light to be seen. The spoiler can also be swapped with a high 
mounted wing, depending on the use that day (street or track). The mounting holes are the 
same.



The overall lines of the car were considered when creating the design, I wanted the spoiler to 
seem as seamless as possible when mounted. 



Another customer car in Phiadelphia. With the spoiler on a dark color car like black, it really 
blends into the vehicles lines, giving a subtle touch to the rear end. 



A closeup shot of the same customer car. There is a shadow line where the spoiler covers the 
quarter panel because of the 5mm vibration clearance needed. 


